Massanutten Regional Library Vault Collection

DVD materials

Fran E. Ritchie: Preserving family heirlooms like Museums: April 12, 2014
VAULT DVD 745.102 F - CENTRAL

Road trip to history featuring Elkton
VAULT DVD 975.592 R - CENTRAL

A postcard from Ireland
VAULT DVD FIN - CENTRAL

Shenandoah Valley Quilters Guild 2010 Quilt Show
VAULT DVD 746.46 S - CENTRAL

Shenandoah Valley Quilters Guild 2012 Quilt Show
VAULT DVD 746.46 S - CENTRAL

Experience Harrisonburg & Rockingham County, VA / City of Harrisonburg
VAULT DVD HAR - CENTRAL

VAULT VHP STI - CENTRAL

Virginia Reports: The Latino Underground
VAULT DVD 305.8 L - CENTRAL

Second home: The Kurdish community in Harrisonburg
VAULT DVD 305.891 S - CENTRAL

Rocktown [videorecording] : from the small farm to the big box (2 copies)
VAULT DVD 338.9 R - CENTRAL

Life of peace in a time of war: A "Living in Virginia" Special
VAULT DVD 355.224 L - CENTRAL

The Ratline: A "Living in Virginia" Special
VAULT DVD 378.755 R - CENTRAL

Legacy of Lucy F. Simms School: education during segregated times in Virginia
VAULT DVD 379.263 L - CENTRAL
Harrisonburg High School Dedication Ceremony: August 22, 2005
VAULT DVD 373.75 H - CENTRAL

Historic gardens of Virginia
VAULT DVD 635.9 H - CENTRAL

A collective look at the Little Grill
VAULT 647.95 C - CENTRAL

The best of the Statlers: favorite television moments
VAULT DVD 781.642 B - CENTRAL

Covered bridges of Virginia
VAULT DVD 917.55 C - CENTRAL

Silent grace: A "Living in Virginia" Special
VAULT DVD 973.75 S - CENTRAL

Melrose caverns: a history
VAULT DVD 973.75592 M - CENTRAL

Road trip to history featuring Luray, Virginia
VAULT DVD 975.594 R - CENTRAL

Civil War: Along the great valley road
VAULT DVD 973.7 C - CENTRAL

The Discovery of Grand Caverns
VAULT DVD 975.592 D - CENTRAL

Massanutten Caverns: The Gem of the Shenandoah: A History
GEN DVD 975.592 M - CENTRAL

Road trip to history featuring Dayton
VAULT DVD 975.592 R - CENTRAL

Road trip to history featuring Harrisonburg, Virginia, Featuring the Great Valley Road
VAULT 975.592 R - CENTRAL

Road trip to history featuring Harrisonburg
VAULT DVD 975.5921 R - CENTRAL

Harrisonburg, then & now
VAULT DVD 975.5921 H - CENTRAL
Shenandoah Valley Quilters Guild 2010 Quilt Show
VAULT DVD 746.46 S

VAULT VHP GOO

The Blue Ridge Parkway: America’s favorite journey
VAULT DVD 917.55 B

MACRoCkumentary / James Madison University / School of Media Arts and Design
VAULT DVD 780.78 M

Veteran’s History Project: T/Sgt Al Shifflett., US Army 1947 – 1952; Korean War; Chosin Survivor
VAULT DVD VHP SHI

The Super Gr8 Film Festival 2010 / Super GR8 Film Festival
VAULT DVD 791.43 S

A history of Grottoes / McConkey, Jim
VAULT DVD 975.592 M

It’s a no-brainer: the dangers of underage drinking / Strong Families Great Coalition of the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Community
VAULT DVD 362.292 I

Living with black bears in Virginia / Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
VAULT DVD599.744 L

**VHS materials**

Silent grace
VAULT VIDEO 973.755991 S - CENTRAL

Fish-eyes: on stage
VAULT VIDEO 818 F - CENTRAL

The Battle of Cedar Creek
VAULT VIDEO 917.55 B - CENTRAL

The Claudius Crozet story
VAULT VIDEO 921 C954 – CENTRAL
From the hills and hollows
VAULT VIDEO 975.59 F - CENTRAL

The Shenandoah Story
VAULT VIDEO 975.59 S - CENTRAL

Harrisonburg Public Forum: Harrisonburg Neighborhood Coalition / Harrisonburg Neighborhood Coalition
VAULT VIDEO 975.592 H - CENTRAL

Harrisonburg, then & now
VIDEO 975.592 H - CENTRAL

Harrisonburg Turkey Festival
VAULT VC# 931 - CENTRAL

Harrisonburg Turkey Festival
VAULT VIDEO 975.592 H - CENTRAL

The battle of New Market: field of honor
VAULT VIDEO 973.73 B - CENTRAL

Lexington
VAULT VIDEO 975.585 L - CENTRAL

Harrisonburg Rockingham "Your preferred destination"
VAULT VC# 1142 - CENTRAL

Beginning Appalachian clogging
VAULT VIDEO 793.32 B - CENTRAL

The Endless Vacation featuring Massanutten Village, McGaheysville, VA
VAULT VIDEO MASS - CENTRAL

Luray Caverns in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley
VAULT VIDEO 917.5 L - CENTRAL

Music in the old time way: traditional music and musicians from the Southern Appalachians
VAULT VIDEO 781.7 M - CENTRAL

Things That Go Bump II: A "Living in Virginia" Special
VAULT- VIDEO 133.1 T - CENTRAL
The creation chronicles
VAULT VIDEO 221 C - CENTRAL

Remembering Hurricane Camille
VAULT VIDEO 363.34 R - CENTRAL

Blue Ridge Community College: a chance to change
VAULT VIDEO 378.75 B - CENTRAL

Slow Train to Yesterday
VAULT VIDEO 385 S - CENTRAL

Common birds of Rockingham County
VAULT 598.2 C (#882) - CENTRAL

The CCC boys
VAULT VIDEO 634.9 C - CENTRAL

Valley League: A "Living in Virginia Special"
VAULT VIDEO 796.357 V - CENTRAL

Ballad of the Blue Ridge
VAULT VIDEO 917.55 B - CENTRAL

Korea: memories of the forgotten war
VAULT VIDEO 951.9 K – CENTRAL

The War Over Battlefields: A "Living in Virginia" Special
VAULT VIDEO 973.73 W - CENTRAL

Field of lost shoes: the Battle of New Market
VAULT VIDEO 973.73 F - CENTRAL

Remember when: Charlottesville, the way it used to be
VAULT VIDEO 975.548 R - CENTRAL

Charlottesville Goes to War: A "Living in Virginia" Special
VAULT VIDEO 975.548 C - CENTRAL

The Iris still blooms
VAULT VIDEO 975.59 I - CENTRAL

Route 11
VAULT VIDEO 975.59 R - CENTRAL
Valley Folklife: A "Living in Virginia Special"
VAULT VIDEO 975.59 V - CENTRAL

Streetcars & Cobblestones
VAULT VIDEO 975.591 S - CENTRAL

Pen in Hand: Winchester’s Civil War Years
VAULT VIDEO 975.5991 P - CENTRAL

Virginia Outdoors - Show 402, Outdoor recreational opportunities for people with disabilities
VAULT VIDEO 796.5 V - CENTRAL

Take a peak - Harrisonburg-Rockingham County, VA, You’ll love it
VAULT VIDEO 917.55 T - CENTRAL

We Share a Vision – South River Elementary: A Brief history of Port Republic and Grottoes Elementary
VC #1593

Pedestrian Safety; Harrisonburg, VA - Spanish-English
VAULT VIDEO 388.41 P - CENTRAL

Introduction of Company “C” 116th Infantry
VAULT VIDEO 940.54 I

Hokies vs Wahoos: A “Living in Virginia” special
VAULT VIDEO 796.332 H

In the Mountain’s Shadow: Living in Virginia / Tracey Jewell
VAULT VIDEO 975.592 I

The Iris still blooms
VAULT VIDEO 975.59 I

1985 flood: Fulks Run & Bergton, VA / Ron Turner
VAULT VIDEO 975.592 T

**Music CD’s**

Hills of Ole Virginia / Eppard, Greg
VAULT - MUSIC CD - COUNTRY - EPP - CENTRAL
Family man in crisis  
VAULT MUSIC CD - COUNTRY - HAC - CENTRAL

Magraw Gap / Magraw Gap  
VAULT MUSIC CD - COUNTRY - MAG - CENTRAL

Red wing / Steel Wheels  
VAULT MUSIC CD - COUNTRY - STE - CENTRAL

Sounds and Colors II / The James Madison University Flute Choir  
VAULT MUSIC CD - CLASSICAL - JAM - CENTRAL

Massanutten Brass Band / Massanutten Brass Band  
VAULT MUSIC CD - CLASSICAL - MAS - CENTRAL

He Made A Way / The Shifflett Sisters  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHI - CENTRAL

Favorite Hymns of the Shenandoah Valley / Shickel, Donna Lou  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHI - CENTRAL

Shenandoah Valley Christmas / Shickel, Donna Lou  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHI - CENTRAL

Singing: treasures from Mennonite worship / Nafziger, Kenneth James  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SIN - CENTRAL

The gospel music of the Statler Brothers - Volume two / Statler Brothers  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - STA - CENTRAL

Our Christmas Present 2  
VAULT MUSIC CD - HOLIDAY - OUR - CENTRAL

Our Christmas Present  
VAULT MUSIC CD - HOLIDAY - OUR V. 3 - CENTRAL

Christmas comin': Shenandoah Valley Children's choirs  
VAULT MUSIC CD - HOLIDAY - SHE - CENTRAL

Silent Night / Shenandoah Valley Children's Choir  
VAULT MUSIC CD - HOLIDAY - SHE - CENTRAL
Let's light this candle
VAULT MUSIC CD - POP - BOO - CENTRAL

Destinations / Rhythm Road
VAULT MUSIC CD - POP - RHY - CENTRAL

I see the moon / Soy Hero
VAULT MUSIC CD - POP - SOY - CENTRAL

Songs of love, death & food / Buzzard Rock Bayou Boys
VAULT MUSIC CD - FOLK - BUZ - CENTRAL

Live! in brasstown / Hickman, Steve
VAULT MUSIC CD - FOLK - HIC - CENTRAL

A different view / Martin, Barbara
VAULT MUSIC CD - FOLK - MAR - CENTRAL

Short stories / Christopher Scott Murray
MUSIC CD - FOLK - MUR - CENTRAL

Once upon a road / Nothin' Fancy
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - NOT - CENTRAL

Old-time music of West Virginia, volume 2: ballads, blues & breakdowns
VAULT MUSIC CD - FOLK - OLD - CENTRAL

Rhythm of thought / The Fire Within
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - FIRE – CENTRAL

Highway of tradition / 220 South
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - TWO - CENTRAL

The Shenandoah Valley Choral Society In Concert - Friday, December 20, 2002 / The Shenandoah Valley Coral Society
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Primer and the paint / Shen Fine
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

The Story of a Legend in the Making / Monstar
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - MON - CENTRAL
Jubilate Deo. Eastern Mennonite High School Touring Choir 2008 / Jay Hartzler, Director
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - JUB - CENTRAL

Mia Jones / No Luv
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - JON - CENTRAL

Glick & Phillips (Sorta) Live! Volume One / Glick & Phillips
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - GLI - CENTRAL

Glick & Phillips (Sorta) Live! Volume One / Glick & Phillips
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - GLI - CENTRAL

Americana music series: Gospel / Americana Mastering
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - AME - CENTRAL

I thirst / Curry, Jeannie
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - CUR - CENTRAL

I hear the sound: bringing heaven down to earth
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - I - CENTRAL

You'll never be the sun / Morris, Lynn
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - MOR - CENTRAL

Earn your ticket / Nothin' Fancy Bluegrass Band
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - NOT - CENTRAL

Nothin Fancy / Nothin Fancy
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - NOT - CENTRAL

Field of Dreams - Nothin' Fancy
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - NOT - CENTRAL

Now and Then - Nothin' Fancy
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - NOT - CENTRAL

Album #7 / Nothin' Fancy
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - NOT - CENTRAL

Sexton, Chris. Coffee at midnight
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - SEX - CENTRAL

Appalachian express / 220 South
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - TWO - CENTRAL
Reflections / Nothin Fancy
VAULT MUSIC CD - BLUEGRASS - NOT - CENTRAL

Holy Is He / The Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

The Rockingham Male Chorus / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT MUSIC RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

One Voice - Shekinah
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

When all thy mercies - Shekinah
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Here together singing - Shekinah
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Occasions / Shickel, Donna Lou
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SHI - CENTRAL

Sometimes It Hurts / Sol Tribe
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - SOL - CENTRAL

Keep Your Friends Close / Sol Tribe
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - SOL - CENTRAL

The Myme of Music / Spilling Dew
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - SPI - CENTRAL

Orchestral Work by Anthony Vanpelt / Vanpelt, Anthony
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - VAN - CENTRAL

Walker's Run / Walker's Run
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - WAL - CENTRAL

West Water St / West Water St
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - WES - CENTRAL

Live at the Landwirt Wine and Music Festival / West Water St.
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - WES - CENTRAL
When children sing: Shenandoah Valley Children's choirs
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - WHE - CENTRAL

Soaring on the wings of a dove / White Dove
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - WHI - CENTRAL

Love like wood / Kildea, Tom
VAULT - MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - KIL - CENTRAL

Live and let it be
VAULT MUSIC CD - COUNTRY - TRA - CENTRAL

Blessed redeemer
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - SEL - CENTRAL

Grab a seat / Full Table
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - FUL - CENTRAL

Rural string bands of Virginia
VAULT MUSIC CD - FOLK - RUR - CENTRAL

Two pints / Shen Fine
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Pin Up / The Naked Anne
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - NAK - CENTRAL

Cleaning UP My Act / Nealon, Dave
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - NEA - CENTRAL

73 Seconds Remembered Forever / Octane Blue
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - OCT - CENTRAL

Now You Know / Payload
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - PAY - CENTRAL

Best Things in Life / Puddle Duck
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - PUD - CENTRAL

The Audiobiography / Realizm
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - REA - CENTRAL

Shenandoah / The Shenandoah Valley Children's Choir
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL
Along the Valley Road / Shen Fine
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Here's to song / Shenandoah Valley Children's Choir
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

On Tour! / Eastern Mennonite University Jazz and Swing Sisters
VAULT MUSIC CD - JAZZ - EAS - CENTRAL

Traditions / The James Madison University Jazz Ensemble
VAULT MUSIC CD - JAZZ - JAM - CENTRAL

Terri Allard / Allard, Terri
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - ALL - CENTRAL

Touch the Sky / Martin, Barbara
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - BAR - CENTRAL

Never Be Like You / Book of Kills
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - BOO - CENTRAL

Wee Jim's Blackeye / Book of Kills
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - BOO - CENTRAL

Don't Stop The Scream / Book of Kills
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - BOO - CENTRAL

My Heart / Chelsea Cline
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - CHE - CENTRAL

Don't You EVER Be Afraid / Bootsie Daniels
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - DAN - CENTRAL

Choice Words / The J in Mary
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - JIN - CENTRAL

JMU Marching Royal Dukes - James Madison University / Marching Royal Dukes
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - JMU 1995 - CENTRAL

Tonal Visions: piano improvisations / Jung, Andrew
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - JUN - CENTRAL
Transfusion / Junk Sick Morning
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - TRA - CENTRAL

Laura Light and Friends / No Gravity / Light, Laura
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - LIG - CENTRAL

Signs of Life / Draven
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - DRA - CENTRAL

Downtown Rocktown / Easley, Dan
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - EAS - CENTRAL

304 Old South High / Fried Moose
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - FRI - CENTRAL

All You Can Eat / Full Table
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - FUL - CENTRAL

Journey / Geddes, Michael
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - GED - CENTRAL

Sleeping Giants / Gunn, Thomas
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - GUN - CENTRAL

In the shadow of the Blue Ridge / WMRA
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - IN - CENTRAL

Token / The J In Mary
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - THE - CENTRAL

The Beginning / 3
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - THR - CENTRAL

Song of Ages / James Madison Singers and the JMU Chorale
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISC - JAM - CENTRAL

The Hymn Collection Volume / Vanpelt, Anthony
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - VAN - CENTRAL

Granny Mary / Shen Fine
VAULT MUSIC CD - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

The Cross of Christmas. Pastor Leroy, Iris and Redeeming Love
VAULT MUSIC CD - HOLIDAY - CRO - CENTRAL
Holy, Holy, Holy / The Al Hamilton Community Choir  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - HAM - CENTRAL

Heartland 2 / Heartland  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - HEA - CENTRAL

Heartland 3 / Heartland  
VAULT MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - HEA - CENTRAL

Christmas – The Messengers  
VAULT MUSIC CD – HOLIDAY – MES – CENTRAL

Songs from root cellar / Shenandoah Valley Minstrels  
VAULT MUSIC CD – MISCELLANEOUS – SHE – CENTRAL

Dovel memorial concert / Stonewall Brigade Band  
VAULT MUSIC CD – MISCELLANEOUS – STO – CENTRAL

Healing harp melodies / Virginia Bethune  
VAULT MUSIC CD – MISCELLANEOUS – BET – CENTRAL

Give God the glory / Wingfield Ministries, Inc. Encounter Choir  
VAULT MUSIC CD – RELIGIOUS – ENC – CENTRAL

Just to know you / Wanda Alger  
VAULT MUSIC CD – RELIGIOUS – ALG – CENTRAL

A jazz guitar Christmas / Royce Campbell  
VAULT MUSIC CD – HOLIDAY – CAM – CENTRAL

Gypsy soul / Royce Campbell  
VAULT MUSIC CD – JAZZ – CAM – CENTRAL

Here now / Blue Stone Sky  
VAULT MUSIC CD – FOLK – BLU – CENTRAL

Praise the name of GOD with a song / Bridgewater College, Concert Choir  
VAULT MUSIC CD – RELIGIOUS – BRI – CENTRAL

Hymns for the young in spirit form the worship book / Brent M. Holl  
VAULT MUSIC CD – RELIGIOUS – HOL – CENTRAL
The anchor holds / Myers Family
VAULT MUSIC CD – RELIGIOUS – MYE – CENTRAL

Waiting for you / Oh, Elisa
VAULT MUSIC CD – MISCELLANEOUS – OH – CENTRAL

Pour on me / Bryan Elijah Smith
VAULT MUSIC CD – FOLK – SMI – CENTRAL

Behold the star / Community Choir of Page County
VAULT MUSIC CD – HOLIDAY – COM – CENTRAL

Forever on my mind, and Let me be free / Bryan Elijah Smith
VAULT MUSIC CD – FOLK – SMI – CENTRAL

Bridgewater College 2000 / Bridgewater College, Concert Choir
VAULT MUSIC CD – RELIGIOUS – BRI – CENTRAL

One more time / Bryan Elijah Smith
VAULT MUSIC CD – FOLK – SMI – CENTRAL

Audio Cassettes

The Jig is up: American Irish music / Galvin, Kathy
VAULT MUSIC CASS - ETHNIC - JIG - CENTRAL

Songs of love, death & food / Buzzard Rock Bayou Boys
VAULT MUSIC CD - FOLK - BUZ - CENTRAL

Shenandoah's music / Link, Bill & Julia, Executive Producers
VAULT MUSIC CASS - BLUEGRASS - SHE - CENTRAL

Violin concertos no.5 in a Major Requiem / Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - CLASSICAL - MOZ - CENTRAL

Serenade to music,requiem, frostiana / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society & Orchestra
VAULT MUSIC CASS - CLASSICAL - SHE - CENTRAL

A german requiem / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - CLASSICAL - SHE - CENTRAL

An English journey: music of the British Isles / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - ETHNIC - SHE - CENTRAL
Home now / Gaskins, Phyllis
VAULT - MUSIC CASS - FOLK - GAS - CENTRAL

How Can I Keep From Singing / The Shenandoah Valley Choral Society & Orchestra
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Twentieth anniversary: Favorite choral masterpeices / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Celebrate America! / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - PATRIOTIC - SHE 1993 - CENTRAL

Celebrate America! / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - PATRIOTIC - SHE 1994 - CENTRAL

Celebrate America! / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - PATRIOTIC - SHE 1995 - CENTRAL

Celebrate America! / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - PATRIOTIC - SHE 1996 - CENTRAL

The holly and the ivy: Christmas music for hammer dulcimer and voice / MacNeil, Madeline
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - MAC - CENTRAL

Christmas with the Rockingham Male Chorus / Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT - MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - ROC - CENTRAL

A Christmas Festival / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHE - CENTRAL

Christmas concert December 13, 1987 / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHE 1980 - CENTRAL

A Christmas festival / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHE - CENTRAL

Christmas concert December 13, 1987 / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHE 1987 - CENTRAL

Christmas concert / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHE 1988 - CENTRAL
Christmas concert / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHE 1989 - CENTRAL

Christmas concert / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHE 1995 - CENTRAL

The greatest gifts of Christmas / Shickel, Donna Lou  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - HOLIDAY - SHI - CENTRAL

St. John Passion/ Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGION - BAC - CENTRAL

Mass in B minor / Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - BAC - CENTRAL

The Taped story of Virginia  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - 975.5 T - CENTRAL

The Haunted Life / Shelley, Jim  
VAULT - MUSIC CASS - MISCELLANEOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

Praise Him / The Oasis of Love  
VAULT - MUSIC CD - RELIGIOUS - OAS - CENTRAL

Fascinating Rhythm / Shickle, Donna Lou  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - JAZZ - LOU - CENTRAL

G. F. Handel's Messiah / George Frideric Handel; sung by the Shenandoah Valley Choral Society & Orchestra - Gretchen Welch, Conductor  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - HAN - CENTRAL

Music for multiple choirs / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - MUS - CENTRAL

92nd annual singing of the Harmonia Sacra  
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - NIN - CENTRAL

Have a good day  
VALUT - MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

Great is thy faithfulness / Rockingham Male Chorus  
VALUT - MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL
Sings now the day is over: Rockingham male chorus, Nelson T. Huffman, Director
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

I'm gonna sing / Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

Jesus Is All The World To Me / The Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

How great thou art/ Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

The singing men / Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

15 years of classics / Shenandoah Valley Choral Society
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

While the ages roll / Singing Servants
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - SIN - CENTRAL

Shenandoah Valley Mandolin Orchestra
VALUT - MUSIC CASS - MISC - SHE - CENTRAL

91st annual singing of the harmonia sacra
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - NIN - CENTRAL

The Duct Tape E.P. / Rock Garden
VAULT MUSIC CASS - ROCK - ROC - CENTRAL

How Can I Keep From Singing / The Shenandoah Valley Choral Society & Orchestra
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - SHE - CENTRAL

I Set Before You The Way Of Life / Farris, Buddy
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - FAR - CENTRAL

Terror At Tenerife / Williams, Norman
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - WIL - CENTRAL

Gospel Instrumentals: Randy Poynter on the Keyboard / Poynter, Randy
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - POY - CENTRAL
Gentle on my harp: a collection of familiar folk tunes and waltzes -- original transcriptions and arrangements, John Kovac, Folk Harp -- David Paul, Guitar
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISCELLANEOUS - KOV - CENTRAL

Long Gone/ Tom Kildea
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - KIL - CENTRAL

April [sound recording] / Tom Kildea
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - KIL - CENTRAL

JMU Marching Royal Dukes / JMU Marching Royal Dukes
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - JMU - CENTRAL

Groove Cookie / Groove Cookie
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - GRO - CENTRAL

Far Between / The Few
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - FEW - CENTRAL

Eddie from Ohio at the Birchmere / Eddie from Ohio
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - EDD - CENTRAL

For the Good of the Cause / Book of Kills
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - BOO - CENTRAL

Cemeteries / Donovan, Terry Turtle
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - BLA - CENTRAL

Visions / John Gunnar Moss lad
VAULT MUSIC CASS - JAZZ - MOS - CENTRAL

Old Time Fiddlin' From The Shenandoah Valley / Michael, Edd
VAULT MUSIC CASS - FOLK - OLD - CENTRAL

From Union Moutain to Phoenix / Nardi, Dave
VAULT MUSIC CASS - FOLK MUSIC - NAR - CENTRAL

Mountain dulcimer, Galax style - Gaskins, Phyllis
VAULT MUSIC CASS - FOLK - GAS - CENTRAL

I'm gonna sing/ Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL
Sings now the day is over: Rockingham male chorus, Nelson T. Huffman, Director / Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

Jesus Is All The World To Me / The Rockingham Male Chorus
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - ROC - CENTRAL

Favorite hymns of the Shenandoah Valley / Shickel, Donna Lou
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - SHI - CENTRAL

Celebrate Christmas / Renaissance
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - REN - CENTRAL

Living Faith/ Michael Family.
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - MIC - CENTRAL

William (Buddy) Farris Jr. / Farris, William (Buddy) Jr.
VAULT MUSIC CASS - RELIGIOUS - FAR - CENTRAL

Brothers, sing on! The VMI Glee Club 1989, Captian John C. Hickax, Director / The VMI Glee Club
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISCELLANEOUS - VMI - CENTRAL

Penpoint Abrasions / Speakman, Stephen
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - SPE - CENTRAL

Re=(ject) / Jim Shelley
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - SHE - CENTRAL

Caught Live/ Regular Sauce
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - REG - CENTRAL

Solidarity / Rock Garden
VAULT MUSIC CASS - ROCK - ROC - CENTRAL

Of Earthly Delights / Rock Garden
VAULT MUSIC CASS - ROCK - ROC - CENTRAL

In Gaia we trust Meditation noise / Rock Garden
VAULT MUSIC CASS ROCK ROCK - CENTRAL

Benevolent Creation/ Baboon Rising
VAULT MUSIC CASS - ROCK - BAB - CENTRAL
Dominion Express / Dominion Express (Formerly Two Gun Terry & Friends)
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - DOM - CENTRAL

How Do You do It That Way / Crae, Deborah
VAULT MUSIC CASS - BLUES - BEL – CENTRAL

The Jig is up: American Irish music / Galvin, Kathy
VAULT MUSIC CASS - ETHNIC - JIG - CENTRAL

Shenandoah’s music/ Link, Bill & Julia, Executive Producers
VAULT MUSIC CASS - BLUEGRASS - SHE - CENTRAL

Unsound / Signal Bleed
VAULT MUSIC CASS - MISC - SIG - CENTRAL

Heart Songs / Roberg, Robert
VAULT C#565

Stonewall Country / Robert Williams
VAULT MUSIC CASS – MISC – WILL – CENTRAL

Hymns / Jeff Mace
VAULT MUSIC CASS – RELIGIOUS – MAC – CENTRAL

Service Music in Worship: Sunday, November 5, 1995 / Bridgewater Church of the Brethren
VAULT MUSIC CASS – RELIGIOUS – BRI – CENTRAL

Bridgewater College Concert Choir: April 27, 1986 / Bridgewater College, Concert Choir
VAULT MUSIC CASS – RELIGIOUS – BRI – CENTRAL

I Thirst / Jeannie Curry
VAULT MUSIC CASS – RELIGIOUS – CUR – CENTRAL

Music from Bobby Marcum / Bobby Marcum
VAULT MUSIC CAS – RELIGIOUS – MAR – CENTRAL

**Vinyl Records**

Animal Logic / Hatch, Rob
VAULT - RECORD - ROCK - ANI - CENTRAL

Jim Shelley / Shelley, Jim
VAULT - RECORD - ROCK - SHE - CENTRAL
The Rockingham Male Chorus / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT MUSIC RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

Lift your glad voices / Mount Pleasant Mennonite Chorus
VAULT - RECORD - RELIGIOUS - MOU - CENTRAL

Free grace/ Harrisonburg baptist temple ladies quartet
VAULT - RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HAR - CENTRAL

The Virginia Military Institute Regimental band / The Virginia Military Institute
VAULT - RECORD - MISCELLEANEOUS - VIR - CENTRAL

Unto the hills/ The Mennonite Hour - A cappella choral groups
VAULT - RECORD - RELIGIOUS - MEN - CENTRAL

Rockingham Male Chorus sings now the day is over / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT MUSIC RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

The singing men / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

Life of Jesus. In song. / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

All God's children / King family
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - KIN - CENTRAL

Hinneh / Lough, Beth
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - LOU - CENTRAL

Alleluia Choir / Alleluia Choir
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - ALL - CENTRAL

Rockingham Male Chorus sings now the day is over / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

Nelson T. Huffman sings fourteen songs / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

900 Voices unite. Chapel singing at Eastern Mennonite College
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - NIN - CENTRAL

Have a good day / Huffman, Nelson T.
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL
The Spark of Life / Rev. Paul Solomon  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - SOL - CENTRAL

Praise we sing / The Mennonite Hour. A cappella choral groups  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - MEN - CENTRAL

He walks beside me / The Stewards  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - STE - CENTRAL

I will serve Thee / The Stewards  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - STE - CENTRAL

Songs of the Shenandoah, from "The river and the valley." / McHenry, William H.  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - SON - CENTRAL

Precious memories / The Miller Accordionaires  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - MIL - CENTRAL

Dwelling in Canaan / The Gospel Tent Quartet  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - GOS - CENTRAL

"The touch of his hand" / The Gospel Echoes  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - - CENTRAL

Two sermons / Augsburger, Myron S.  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - AUG - CENTRAL

What a Saviour! Hymns of Christ's passion and resurrection / The Mennonite Hour a Capella Singers  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - MEN - CENTRAL

Shenandoah Valley Crusaders Chorus, David E. Arbogast, Director / Faith Singers  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - FAI - CENTRAL

"Sing unto the Lord" / The Messenger's Quartet  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - MES - CENTRAL

There's been a change / Darcus Sisters  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - DAR - CENTRAL

"Jesus whispers peace" / The Schrock sisters Quartette  
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - SCH - CENTRAL
When we all come together / Julia, Sheila, Polly, Emily and Barbara Heatwole
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - WHE - CENTRAL

"Where could I go but to the Lord" / The Good Sisters with Stanley
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - GOO - CENTRAL

The Old Dominion presents the Loyalaires Quartet / The Loyalaires Quartet
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - LOY - CENTRAL

Labor of love / Clutteur, Arletta
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - CLU - CENTRAL

Bridgewater College touring choir in Sacred Concert / Nelson T. Huffman
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - BRI - CENTRAL

Bridgewater College Concert Choir in sacred concert / Concert Choir
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - BRI - CENTRAL

How great Thou art: and thirteen other inspirational songs / Huffman, Nelson, T.
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HUF - CENTRAL

The Hartzler family sings suppertime / Hartzler family
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HAR - CENTRAL

His glorious presence / Mennonite Hour Choral Group Singers
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - MEN - CENTRAL

"The family of God" / King family
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - KIN - CENTRAL

"To thy pastures, fair and large" / The Ulrich sisters
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - ULR - CENTRAL

Eight Singing Men / Eight Singing Men
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - EIG - CENTRAL

Where no one stands alone: more guitar stylings / Hochstetler, Vernon
VAULT RECORD - RELIGIOUS - HOC - CENTRAL

Fiddler on the rocks / Ryan, Buck.
VAULT RECORD - BLUEGRASS - RYA - CENTRAL

In recital. / Barr, John
VAULT RECORD - CLASSICAL - BAR - CENTRAL
A Carillon concert / Chapman, Charlie, Carillonneur
VAULT RECORD - HOLIDAY - CHA - CENTRAL

**Audio Books on CD and Cassette**

**CD FORMAT**

Shenandoah Shunpiking: Civil War history ad more on the back roads of Rockingham and Augusta Counties / Heatwole, John L.
VAULT BOOK ON CD - 917.55 V - CENTRAL

Valley Changes Series: The Life of a Local Educator, Mary Frances Awkard Fairfax / Metz, Cheryl
VAULT BOOK ON CD - 921 F165 - CENTRAL

Driving tour: Blue Ridge Parkway / Hunter, Elizabeth
VAULT BOOK ON CD - 917.55 H - CENTRAL

Rockingham Routes Discover our roots / Harrisonburg-Rockingham Jamestown 2007 Committee
VAULT BOOK ON CD - 917.55 R - CENTRAL

**CASSETTE FORMAT**

Fear vs. faith / Snow, Ed
VAULT - BOOK ON CASS 234.23 S - CENTRAL

Valley Changes Series: The Life of a Local Educator, Mary Frances Awkard Fairfax / Metz, Cheryl
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 921 F165 - CENTRAL

The Vanishing Farms Project; Tyre Yancey and Locust Crest Farm / Bryant, Travis
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 975.592 Y - CENTRAL

The Vanishing Farms Project: Rock Bottom Farm, Donald Plaugher, Debbie Driver Plaugher, John Plaugher, Ivy Driver / Gerrity, Michael
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 975.592 P - CENTRAL

The Vanishing Farms Project: Seymour Paul and Ottobine Farm / McWhorter, Paul
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 975.592 P - CENTRAL

The Vanishing Farms Project: Mountain View Farm, Eugene Dale Newman and Clarissa Jane Elm Newman / Metz, Cheryl L.
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 975.592 N - CENTRAL
The Vanishing Farms Project: Wine Family Farm, 1797-2006, Glenna Wine Cupp, Dennis Lowell Cupp, Wayne Wine Cupp / Metz, Cheryl L. 
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 975.592 W - CENTRAL

All the King’s Men Presented by Dr. Robert Hoskins / Hoskins, Robert 
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 808.2 H - CENTRAL

Valley Changes Series: Growing up in Court Square, Ida Louise Martin See, b.1932 / Metz, Cheryl 
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 921 S4505 - CENTRAL

Valley Changes Series: An Artist's View of Harrisonburg, Fred Linford Cooper / Metz, Cheryl L. 
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 921 C7762 - CENTRAL

Valley Changes Series: From Broadway to the Moon...and Back! Ivan Joseph Mason / Metz, Cheryl L. 
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 921 M3985 - CENTRAL

Faith that cannot be shaken: Learn how you can have stable faith when your faith is being shaken. you can be a winner under all circumstances / Rodes, Daniel D 
VAULT - BOOK ON CASS - ROD - CENTRAL

Once upon a time...in the Shenandoah 
VAULT BOOK ON CASS - 975.59 O - CENTRAL

Changing Voices, book discussion series / Ayers, Edward 
VAULT C# 640

Sartoris, by William Faulkner / Jones, Suzanne 
VAULT C#641

Lie Down in Darkness / Cash, Jean 
VAULT C#586

The Sheltered Life, by Ellen Glasgow / Kitterman, Mary Edwards 
VAULTL C# 583

Their Eyes Were Watching God / Brown, Rev. Joseph 
VAULT C#642

Software / Slideshows & Family Histories

2nd annual remembering downtown Harrisonburg: featuring the Top Hats / Cheryl Metz 
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 975.5921 M – Central
A photographic collection of 1900 – 1930 bungalows in Page and Warren Counties, Virginia / a Girl Scout Gold Award project / Anna Copley
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 728.09 C – CENTRAL

The threads that bind us: quilt show 2016 / Shenandoah County Quilters Guild
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 746.46 S – CENTRAL

Q is for quilts / Shenandoah Valley Quilters Guild
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 746.46 S

Quilts in the Valley XI: 2008 Quilt Show / Shenandoah Valley Quilters Guild
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 746.46 S – CENTRAL

Port Republic: a virtual tour / Tamara Gibson
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 975.592 P – Central

Burials of 3010+ War of 1812 Veterans in Virginia: arranged alphabetically and by location / Society of the War of 1812 in Virginia
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 973.523 B – CENTRAL

The Rolston family genealogy / Gordon Rolston
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 929 R762 – CENTRAL

A genealogy report of for Joseph Trissel / Robert Burns Murray
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 929 T831 – CENTRAL

A genealogy report for Jacob Trissel (1795 – 1870) / Robert Burns Murray
VAULT SOFTWARE CD – 929 T831 – CENTRAL
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